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PRESS RELEASE 

 

Interface with the Analog World… at Speed 

 

Logic-X launches industry’s first 4-in-4-out, 

16-bit high-speed ADC/DAC FMC with LVDS 

digital interfaces 

 

 

Alphen a/d Rijn, Netherlands – September 7, 2021. Logic-X, a developer and supplier of adaptable 

compute acceleration platforms and sensor processing modules, has launched industry’s first 4-in-4-

out analog-to-digital (and vice versa) conversion FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) with low voltage 

differential signalling (LVDS) interfaces.  

 

Called the LXD31K4, it is ideal for edge processing, high speed data acquisition and playback, 

software defined radio (SDR) and other applications requiring wide bandwidth conversion between 

analog and digital domains. The card can be incorporated as-is within an embedded system or used 

during the development and prototyping of an SoC or mixed-signal ASIC. Also, it is supplied with a 

reference design to help engineers accelerate their development programs. 

 

Logic-X’s use of LVDS for data interfaces in the LXD31K4 means users can easily integrate the card 

with an FPGA without having to purchase and embed JESD204B-compliant interface cores for 

converters and receivers. This approach shortens system development/prototyping time and 

reduces risk within the overall project. 

 

The LXD31K4 provides four A/D channels, each with a data conversion rate of up to 310 mega-

samples per second (Msps), and four D/A channels, each with a raw conversion rate of up to 

310Msps which (with up to 4x interpolation - set by the user) can produce a signal with an update 

rate of up to 1.24GHz.  

https://www.logic-x.eu/LXD31K4
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All eight channels have 16-bit accuracy and deliver best-in-class signal-to-noise (SNR) performance. 

Also, the board is available with either a DC or an AC coupled front end which determines the 

bandwidth an input channel can accept as well as the bandwidth the card can produce on an output 

channel.  

 

“With recent advances in machine learning and artificial intelligence there is an increasing need for 

high bandwidth edge processing,” comments Erik Barhorst, Managing Director of Logic-X. 

“Moreover, multiple input and multiple output channels are required at the ‘edge’ in most cases, 

and we have launched the LXD31K4 in direct response to market demand.” 

 

Barhorst, who is also the LXD31K4’s chief architect, goes on to say the new card was very much 

designed with engineers in mind. The LVDS pin-out is, for example, configured such that it will work 

on most ‘partial implementations’ of the high pin count connectors on Xilinx development boards as 

well as Logic-X’s FPGA FMC carrier boards. 

 

A 2-in-2-out version of Logic-X’s latest FMC is also available. Called the LXD31K2, it too boasts 16-bit 

resolution, utilises LVDS and can be ordered with a DC or AC front end. Other options for both the 

LXD31K4 and the LXD31K2 are temperature range (0 to 85oC standard or -40 to 85oC industrial) and 

uncoated or coated (with a MIL-I-46058-C conformal coating). 

 

The reference design supplied with the LXD31K4 (and the LXD31K2) comprises a Vivado IP integrator 

project and IP cores that can be controlled from a software application over ethernet or PCI Express 

(PCIe) plus detailed documentation.  

 

The LXD31K4 and LXD31K2 are both sampling now with volume availability predicted for Q4 2021. 

 

MAIN ENDS 

 

https://www.logic-x.eu/LXD31K2
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Logic-X has launched industry’s first 16-bit, high-speed 4-in-4-out analog-to-digital and digital-to-

analog conversion FMC with LVDS interfaces. 

 

 

Above, a block diagram of the LXD31K4’s architecture. 

 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

 

About Logic-X 

Founded in 2018 and based in Europe, Logic-X develops, manufactures and markets a comprehensive range of 

high-performance adaptable compute acceleration platforms (ACAPs) and sensor processing modules 

designed to solve the challenges of complex embedded and edge processing requirements.  
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By leveraging its extensive programmable logic and data conversion expertise, Logic-X provides customers with 

access to the latest FPGA, MPSOC, ACAP and senor processing technologies in both commercial off-the-shelf 

(COTS) and customer specific (MCOTS) modules, facilitating their easy integration into systems designs.  

 

Logic-X’s products enable customers to focus clearly on their end applications rather than spending time 

developing custom processing platforms, thereby significantly improving time-to-market and reducing overall 

risk. For more information about Logic-X and its products, please visit www.logic-x.eu  

 

All trademarks are recognised and are the property of their respective companies. 

 

Contacts 

This press release was written and issued on behalf of Logic-X by technical content creation and 

communications agency DECLARATION (www.declaration.co.uk, +44 (0)1522 789000).  

 

If you have any editorial enquiries in relation to this announcement, please contact Mandy 

Warrilow, Press Officer, mandy@declaration.co.uk. Please contact Richard Warrilow, Technical 

Author, richard@declaration.co.uk, if you require an article or any other form of copy in relation to 

this press release. 
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